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i would understand seminal to indicate that a the paper was
the the first in some sense and b that it led to a lot of
subsequent research for example a paper proposes and
tests a theoretical idea and then lots of other people come
along and test that idea building on the original study
seminal works sometimes called pivotal or landmark studies
are articles that initially presented an idea of great
importance or influence within a particular discipline
seminal works sometimes called pivotal or landmark studies
are the initial pieces that presented an important or
influential idea within a particular discipline these articles
are referred to referenced repeatedly in the literature so
you re likely to see the citations again and again seminal or
fundamental papers in the history of science medicine and
technology are those historic scientific or medical papers
which first contain the first or primary publication of a
notable scientific or medical principle in general if an article
is more than 5 years old and has been passed over it is no
longer seminal but if it is still cited after 5 years then that is
important as it is being shown as still relevant tips to
determine if an article is a seminal work check the last time
an article was cited what is a seminar paper what a seminar
paper is not a fully realized critical essay ready for
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publication a finished document that you feel 100 confident
about an exhaustive study of a given topic or issue a
singular expression of your potential for graduate studies
the study examined baseline urine volume in individuals
with idiopathic calcium stones recurrence rates and
relevant biochemical factors the study found reduced
recurrence rate 12 1 vs 27 p 0 008 and time to recurrence
with increased water intake 38 7 13 2 months vs 25 16 4
months p 0 016 this kind of paper may describe a study
that changes our understanding of a topic or describes and
illustrates a new and highly useful research method these
kinds of articles are often referred to as seminal or classic
papers they form the canon of works important to a topic in
the seminal proposal by fu and kane the superconducting
proximity effect was predicted to transform the surface
state of a topological insulator ti into a topological
superconductor forming a nonchiral 1d majorana state
within a linear josephson junction on the ti surface the
hallmark of this 1d majorana state is a robust gap closing as
a function of the superconducting phase academic writing
under the assignments including writing a seminar paper
means that students focus on specific topics review
literature under this topic analyze the existed literature use
economic methods show their analytical thinking
throughout the 1990s and early 2000s manabe s research
group published seminal papers using the coupled
atmosphere ocean models to investigate the time
dependent response of climate to changing greenhouse gas
concentrations in the atmosphere stouffer et al 1989
manabe et al 1991 1992 the common theme across these
papers is the use of clinical trials and translational research
to help facilitate progress in health care optimization the
moderators of the seminal works in surgery session now in
its second year encourage attendees to take advantage of
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this didactic opportunity as a pathway for translating these
some 60 years ago gardner and lambert s 1959 seminal
paper motivational variables in second language acquisition
was published in the canadian journal of psychology thin
flat material made from crushed wood or cloth used for
writing printing or see more at paper definition of seminal
and paper from the cambridge english dictionary cambridge
university press examples of seminal paper these examples
are from corpora and from sources on the web the 20 most
influential economic papers of all time an economics paper
rocked the world earlier this month at the kansas city s fed
s symposium at jackson hole wyoming seminal papers by
harville 1976 1977 developed the linear mixed model as is
written in 2 and laird and ware 1982 discussed its use for
longitudinal data harville 1976 extended the gauss markov
theorem to cover the random effects b i in estimating linear
combinations of β and b i the authors declare that they
have no known competing financial interests or personal
relationships that could have appeared to influence the
work reported in this paper acknowledgments the authors
would like to thank the patients for sharing data and the
staff at shandong provincial maternal and child health care
hospital for their assistance in the realm of cultural studies
the slender body by susan bordo stands as a seminal work
that critically examines the societal and cultural forces
shaping the contemporary obsession with thinness bordo s
essay delves into the intricate relationships between body
image gender norms and consumer culture offering a
nuanced perspective on adjective usually adjective noun
seminal is used to describe things such as books works
events and experiences that have a great influence in a
particular field formal see full entry for seminal collins
cobuild advanced learner s dictionary copyright
harpercollins publishers definition of paper paper peɪpəʳ
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collection of papers presented at seminars in the academic
year 1979 80 sponsored by the institute for advanced study
and the national science foundation bibliographic
references bibliography p 697 706
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citations when to refer to a paper
as seminal academia May 13 2024
i would understand seminal to indicate that a the paper was
the the first in some sense and b that it led to a lot of
subsequent research for example a paper proposes and
tests a theoretical idea and then lots of other people come
along and test that idea building on the original study

finding seminal works research
process libguides at Apr 12 2024
seminal works sometimes called pivotal or landmark studies
are articles that initially presented an idea of great
importance or influence within a particular discipline

research guides finding seminal
research welcome Mar 11 2024
seminal works sometimes called pivotal or landmark studies
are the initial pieces that presented an important or
influential idea within a particular discipline these articles
are referred to referenced repeatedly in the literature so
you re likely to see the citations again and again

archives and seminal papers
history of science medicine Feb 10
2024
seminal or fundamental papers in the history of science
medicine and technology are those historic scientific or
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medical papers which first contain the first or primary
publication of a notable scientific or medical principle

what are seminal works
understanding scholarly academic
Jan 09 2024
in general if an article is more than 5 years old and has
been passed over it is no longer seminal but if it is still cited
after 5 years then that is important as it is being shown as
still relevant tips to determine if an article is a seminal work
check the last time an article was cited

writing in the humanities the
seminar paper and beyond Dec 08
2023
what is a seminar paper what a seminar paper is not a fully
realized critical essay ready for publication a finished
document that you feel 100 confident about an exhaustive
study of a given topic or issue a singular expression of your
potential for graduate studies

seminal papers in urology urinary
volume water and Nov 07 2023
the study examined baseline urine volume in individuals
with idiopathic calcium stones recurrence rates and
relevant biochemical factors the study found reduced
recurrence rate 12 1 vs 27 p 0 008 and time to recurrence
with increased water intake 38 7 13 2 months vs 25 16 4
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months p 0 016

seminal works evaluating research
citation analysis weebly Oct 06
2023
this kind of paper may describe a study that changes our
understanding of a topic or describes and illustrates a new
and highly useful research method these kinds of articles
are often referred to as seminal or classic papers they form
the canon of works important to a topic

2406 08265 protected gap closing
and reopening in Sep 05 2023
in the seminal proposal by fu and kane the superconducting
proximity effect was predicted to transform the surface
state of a topological insulator ti into a topological
superconductor forming a nonchiral 1d majorana state
within a linear josephson junction on the ti surface the
hallmark of this 1d majorana state is a robust gap closing as
a function of the superconducting phase

academic writing guidelines for
preparing a seminar paper Aug 04
2023
academic writing under the assignments including writing a
seminar paper means that students focus on specific topics
review literature under this topic analyze the existed
literature use economic methods show their analytical
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syukuro manabe biographical
nobelprize org Jul 03 2023
throughout the 1990s and early 2000s manabe s research
group published seminal papers using the coupled
atmosphere ocean models to investigate the time
dependent response of climate to changing greenhouse gas
concentrations in the atmosphere stouffer et al 1989
manabe et al 1991 1992

five practice changing studies will
take center stage in Jun 02 2023
the common theme across these papers is the use of
clinical trials and translational research to help facilitate
progress in health care optimization the moderators of the
seminal works in surgery session now in its second year
encourage attendees to take advantage of this didactic
opportunity as a pathway for translating these

integrative motivation 60 years
and counting researchgate May 01
2023
some 60 years ago gardner and lambert s 1959 seminal
paper motivational variables in second language acquisition
was published in the canadian journal of psychology
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seminal paper collocation meaning
and examples of use Mar 31 2023
thin flat material made from crushed wood or cloth used for
writing printing or see more at paper definition of seminal
and paper from the cambridge english dictionary cambridge
university press examples of seminal paper these examples
are from corpora and from sources on the web

these are the 20 economics papers
that you must read Feb 27 2023
the 20 most influential economic papers of all time an
economics paper rocked the world earlier this month at the
kansas city s fed s symposium at jackson hole wyoming

seminal paper an overview
sciencedirect topics Jan 29 2023
seminal papers by harville 1976 1977 developed the linear
mixed model as is written in 2 and laird and ware 1982
discussed its use for longitudinal data harville 1976
extended the gauss markov theorem to cover the random
effects b i in estimating linear combinations of β and b i

prevalence and implications of
microplastic contaminants in Dec
28 2022
the authors declare that they have no known competing
financial interests or personal relationships that could have
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appeared to influence the work reported in this paper
acknowledgments the authors would like to thank the
patients for sharing data and the staff at shandong
provincial maternal and child health care hospital for their
assistance

reading the slender body paper a
critical analysis Nov 26 2022
in the realm of cultural studies the slender body by susan
bordo stands as a seminal work that critically examines the
societal and cultural forces shaping the contemporary
obsession with thinness bordo s essay delves into the
intricate relationships between body image gender norms
and consumer culture offering a nuanced perspective on

seminal paper definition and
meaning collins english dictionary
Oct 26 2022
adjective usually adjective noun seminal is used to describe
things such as books works events and experiences that
have a great influence in a particular field formal see full
entry for seminal collins cobuild advanced learner s
dictionary copyright harpercollins publishers definition of
paper paper peɪpəʳ

seminar on differential geometry
edited by shing tung yau Sep 24
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2022
collection of papers presented at seminars in the academic
year 1979 80 sponsored by the institute for advanced study
and the national science foundation bibliographic
references bibliography p 697 706
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